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ABSTRACT 
Although Lean and Information Technology both pursue the same objectives, their complementarity 
remains an open issue. The literature on this topic provides divergent opinions.  Lean advocates state it 
is preferable for employees to search for the information they need, as and when they need it, rather than 
configuring software to provide them with information that is repeated at predetermined times.  IT 
proponents consider Information Technology as a useful tool to support lean practices, for example to 
deal with complex issues in real-time.   This paper gives an overview of the opinions.  In addition the 
process models of lean and ISA 95 are matched.  The underlying research question is: does the ISA 95 
standard give an appropriate framework to support lean practices; such as Visual Management, Kanban, 
Value Stream Mapping, Six Sigma, …  A preliminary conclusion on their complementarity is made and 
further research is mentioned.  An experimental mock-up must be set up to test the lean compatibility of 
existing Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES).  Many vendors state that their software supports lean 
practices but fail to validate this theory thoroughly.  By putting the software to the test in a simulated 
environment, the leanness of the software can be evaluated.  
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PAPER 
1. Introduction 
A key aspect to remaining competitive is being able to react quickly to changing conditions.  Many 
approaches have tried (and are trying) to tackle this need.  This paper treats two well known strategies 
that are long believed to be mutually exclusive: Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) and Lean 
Manufacturing.  The combination of both philosophies has long been stated as impossible.  But 
gradually, the mutual support possibilities are being explored and recognized.   
Computer Integrated Manufacturing          
Considering the complexity of today‟s production processes, it is nearly impossible to do all of this 
manually.  The concept Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM, Harrington, 1973) started with 
computerized work cells and evolved from CAD/CAM through communication protocols to the current 
definition of CIM: the integration of the complete factory throughout all functional departments 
(Nagalingam en Lin, 2008).  However, although everything seemed straightforward in theory, in 
practice the gap between management and production was not easy to bridge.  Both sides use completely 
different languages.  Management uses years, months and days as timeframe; while production speaks 
about hours, minutes, seconds and real-time reactivity.  Production processes typically transfer small 
amounts of data; such as bits and bytes.  Management programs rather talks about large batches of data; 
such as database tables, etc.  Totally different worlds that caused early integration projects to fail.              
Due to the growing need for integration between management and production processes, the search was 
started to find some sort of intermediate language.  As a result, the term Manufacturing Execution 
System (MES) emerged.  Those software systems were created to fulfill the crucial link between 
management and production.  In addition, extra functionalities were installed at this intermediate layer.  
The interpretation of the link was so diverse that primarily only custom solutions were built.  Gradually 
configurable software solutions appeared, but the need for a standard enterprise integration platform 
became priority number one.  The ISA 95 standard (2000) was born.  It provides numerous object 
oriented models and terminology to define the interfaces between and within business systems and 
manufacturing control systems.  ISA 95 was developed to provide a common model of integration, a 
standard terminology to define system requirements and integration between different software vendors.  
ISA 95 is based on three main models: Hierarchy Model (Figure 1), Functional Model (Figure 2) and 
Object Information Model. 
 
Figure 1: ISA 95 - Functional Hierarchy Model 
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Figure 2: ISA 95 - Functional Enterprise-Control Model 
Lean Thinking         
The concept of Lean Thinking came to life carrying the motto: “Doing more, with less!”.  The concept 
of „Lean‟ was first introduced by Womack et al. (1990) in order to describe the working philosophy and 
practices of the Japanese vehicle manufacturers and in particular the Toyota Production System (TPS).  
The essence of Lean Thinking is specifying VALUE and – by doing so – simultaneously uncovering 
WASTE.  The initial concept of Lean was extended to five key principles by Womack and Jones (1996). 
1. Specify value – Define value precisely from the perspective of the end customer in terms of the 
specific product with specific capabilities offered at a specific time. 
2. Identify value streams – Identify the entire value stream for each product and eliminate waste. 
3. Make value flow – Make the remaining value steps flow. 
4. Let the customer pull value – Design and provide what the customer wants only when the 
customer wants it. 
5. Pursue perfection – Strive for perfection by continually removing successive layers of waste as 
they are uncovered. 
Within the context of manufacturing systems there exist seven types of waste: Overproduction, waiting, 
transport, extra processing, inventory, motion and defects.  It is important to note however that Lean is a 
philosophy and not a tool itself.  Various techniques – such as Kaizen, SMED, Six Sigma, Value Stream 
Mapping, 5S, Total Quality Management, Theory of Constraints, Total Productive Maintenance, 
Business Process Management, Kanban, Visual Management, Line Balancing, … - support the Lean 
transformation in order to remove waste, variability and overburden to deliver improvements in the 
targeted areas.  The relative success of Lean Manufacturing resulted in the application of the Lean 
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philosophy beyond the primary manufacturing system.  For example, Dasari (2005) applied the Lean 
philosophy to the software development process to obtain quality improvements.  Salem et al. (2006) 
proposes the use of Lean Thinking in the construction industry.  These are only a few examples of the 
various implementation domains of Lean Thinking over the past years.  An important bridge to the ISA 
95 standard is the work of Hicks (2007).  He discusses the application of Lean Thinking to information 
management.  Information management can be considered to involve adding value to information by 
virtue of how it is organized, visualized and represented and enabling information (value) to flow to the 
end-user (customer) through the processes of exchange, sharing and collaboration. 
2. Lean IT    
Although Lean and Information Technology (IT) both pursue the same objectives, their 
complementarity remains an open issue.  The literature on this topic provides divergent opinions.  Lean 
advocates have – according to Houy (2005) – the idea of putting in place a simplified information 
management system.  They suggest that organizations based on continuous flow should limit 
information needs to local communication between upstream and downstream production units.  In their 
view, it is preferable for employees to search for the information they need, as and when they need it, 
rather than configuring software to provide them with information that is repeated at predetermined 
times.  Womack‟s (2004) idea about information management: “Piling up information in a large 
inventory is as bad – maybe worse - than piling up large inventories of products.”  Information must be 
sent in small batches at a high frequency instead of large batches infrequently.  System failures must be 
made immediately visible, so that they can be treated directly.  Manual systems – such as the labeling 
system (Kanban), the andon cord and others – are more suitable because they are harder to ignore and 
force immediate action.   
IT proponents consider Information Technology as a useful tool to support lean practices.  For example, 
the AMR Research Report on Lean Planning and Execution (2007) states that a lean approach to high 
product mix, shared production assets and volatile demand scenarios are far from ideal.  Kanban cards 
and Heijunka boards become unmanageable.  Calculating raw material, work in process, finished goods 
inventories, etc. can no longer be based on simple rules of thumbs and experimental design.  This is 
where IT comes in handy.  Complex issues can be dealt with in real-time.  Wan et al. (2007) describe a 
web-based Kanban system for job dispatching, tracking and performance monitoring.  Lean IT solutions 
can also connect with suppliers, for example to include them in Kanban loops.  Ward and Zhou (2006) 
concluded that between-firm IT integration and within-firm IT integration facilitate the implementation 
and the use of effective lean/JIT practices.  The human factor plays a crucial role when it comes to 
process improvements.  It is very important to maintain the accomplished improvement initiatives.  Bell 
(2005) and Rio (2005) describe IT as the ideal solution to make sure of this. 
Some research has already been done on the combination between the Lean Production System and 
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) (Goddard, 2003).  But the entrance of MES brings new insights in 
the Lean IT subject.  The (near) real-time information flow of the MES looks like a better fit for Lean 
than the batch oriented ERP systems.  No previous research on this topic has been found, but software 
vendors already anticipate the Lean MES story.  First, some stand-alone applications were developed to 
automate and support Lean Practices, such as E-Kanban, Six Sigma Programs, Visual Management 
Screens, Key Performance Indicators Generators (KPI), …  But now, most of the MES software vendors 
have already some Lean support incorporated.  Every product folder has some reference to Lean 
Thinking.  It must be that there is need for a MES that supports the Lean Thinking philosophy.  The ISA 
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95 standard is seen as the basis of every MES application.  So it is the obvious framework to start the 
study from.                
3. Lean and ISA 95: Are They Complementary? 
The ISA 95 standard is (or should be) the basis of every production software.   To reach a lean IT 
solution, the base framework must contribute to the philosophy.   
The ISA 95 standard defines object and flow models to achieve an enterprise integration on all possible 
functional areas.  Every system (automatic or manual) based on the standard, speaks the same language.  
Every information flow (containing the objects and their attributes) can be exchanged without delay or 
translation requirements.  If one system talks about the production rate „x’ of an Equipment ‘Machine1’ 
located at Work Cell ‘Cell1’ at Production Line ‘Line1’ in Area ‘Area1’ of Site ‘Site1’ of the Enterprise, 
then every other system knows exactly what it is talking about.  This uniformity is crucial for lean 
information management.  All systems are able to operate seamless as if it is only one big system.  That 
means that every module that adds a certain functionality can be integrated without any problem.  If the 
functionality is programmed, based on the different object models and uses the predefined message-
based information requests and answers, then every installation is on-the-fly.     
Take for example Value Stream Mapping (VSM) software.  When a certain product is selected, the 
actual value stream has to be generated.  One way is collecting the required data/information of all 
different systems and manually entering everything in the software.  This is very time-consuming and 
errors are easily made.  But if a track & trace function is already available then the software must only 
request the different transactions for that particular product and draw the value stream. 
The same remarks can be made for an E-Kanban system.  When the system gets real-time information 
on product demand, production states, … it can dynamically change the configuration of the pull system.  
A perfect integration with the data collection system (manual terminal, barcode, RFID, …) and 
production information (ex. ERP system or production scheduling) is a necessity. 
Figures 3 and 4 visualize both examples. Other Lean practices – such as Six Sigma, Total Quality 
Management, Theory of Constraints, Total Productive Maintenance, Business Process Management, 
Visual Management, Line Balancing -  can also easily be plugged into the Enterprise IT system.  
Eventually the result is an Enterprise IT system that supports the necessary Lean practices.         
 
Figure 3: ISA 95 based integration of Lean practices 
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Figure 4: Lean Enterprise IT system 
Hicks (2007) discusses the application of Lean Thinking on information management.  The product flow 
in Lean Manufacturing is replaced by information flow.  All information is pulled by the consumer.  
That can be another system or a person.  When a manager requests Key Performance Indicators, then he 
is the consumer.  The information must flow to the consumer as fast as possible.  Figure 5 shows some 
basic steps in the value stream of the information.  There are three basic states: Data, Information and 
Value.  However, each state can occur multiple times in one particular value stream.  Data are raw bits 
and bytes, with no immediate meaning.  A bit that is logged to indicate if a machine was running at each 
second can be considered raw data.  This data can be processed to some sort of information.  If the data 
of the running machine is collected during one week, the downtime during this week can be calculated 
(for example 5% downtime that week).  Based on this information, a decision can be made.  If the 
downtime is very high, the cause can be examined and corrected (Ex. replace a machine component).  
The result of this decision making is the crucial value of the information flow.  The goal is flowing as 
fast as possible from data collection to value by means of pull signals.  Suppose the manager wants to 
know what the Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) is of one of his machines this month.  To get the 
desired value, the system needs some information about the machine.  It requests the availability, the 
performance and the quality information of the machine during the last month.  To get each of those, a 
bunch of data is requested to or measured by the data collection system.  Then the value stream starts.  
The collected data is processed.  The information is constructed and finally the requested OEE 
information is presented to the manager to start decision making and generate value.  Every information 




Figure 5: Value Stream of Information 
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The continuous improvement technique of Lean Manufacturing can be modified to suit the Lean 
information management case.  The meaning of the seven wastes are now:  
 
1. Overproduction – Producing reports or information that the consumer will not use, or does not 
need. 
2. Waiting – Forcing the consumer to wait for information to support actions or decisions.  Or not 
providing all the necessary information. 
3. Transport – Moving data from one system to another because they have different underlying 
data models.    
4. Extra Processing – Duplicate data entry and maintenance. 
5. Inventory – Storing unnecessary data. 
6. Motion – Providing data in the wrong format or at the wrong time. 
7. Defects – Incorrect data or too much checking for change.  
 
Due to the standard object, attribute and information models, ISA 95 minimizes some of the seven 
wastes.  Transport and inventory waste should be minimized because all systems have the same 
underlying data models.   The enterprise integration efforts reduce extra processing and defects.  If the 
value stream of information in Figure 5 is used as a pull system, then overproduction is severely 
reduced.          
4. Conclusion and Further Research 
At first sight, the ISA 95 standard forms an excellent basis for a lean MES framework.  The object and 
information models allow an easy expansion of the enterprise IT system with lean functionalities.  A 
message-based information flow allows a flexible and modular system.  When considering the lean 
information management, most of the seven wastes are already reduced due to the standardization and 
pull system.   
For the construction of the lean MES framework, the seven information wastes should be further 
researched. How can the influence of each waste be minimized?      
An experimental mock-up must be set up to test the lean compatibility of existing MES software.  Many 
vendors state that their software supports lean practices but fail to validate this theory thoroughly.  By 
putting the software to the test in a simulated environment, the leanness of the software can be 
evaluated.  The results of those tests can point out some important facts to take into account for the lean 
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